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DEXTER, MO, UNITED STATES, March 22, 2018
/EINPresswire.com/ -- “Forgotten, the fifth installment in a
seven book series by Betty Lowrey brings to mind the trials of
life whether illness, marital problem, forgotten vows or the
exhausting throe of personalities that wage war through
distrust, resentment or stubbornness. In Forgotten in the
midst of chaos, God brings celebration when the scales fall
from eyes that could not see to realize what goodness and
mercy offer. 

The ravage of disease threatens but hearts are eased. It is
the relationship of friends and the bond they share through
belief that dispels the darkness of thought of dying. Losing
one they love is a trial they never wanted, but trial comes and
with it the answer questioned since the beginning of time,
Does prayer work? Does God hear us when we call out to
Him? What about little Ruthie’s gift that seems honestly to
come from heaven’s portals? She knows things no child her
age could know. Forgotten will bless the reader as the
mystery of God’s love brings the characters to their knees
and the majesty of heaven is revealed through the love
ordinary people have for each other. 

About the Author:
Betty Lowrey draws from an educational background that dealt with literature and the love of words
and life.

She began writing first person articles of interest for a newspaper and branched into hosting a weekly
column that featured area writers and poets. She studied with the late author and illustrator David
Melton and has been published in numerous magazines and newspapers. While writing is an
important outlet, she is also an artist, a life group leader, and has an interest in an area agricultural
endeavor.      
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